
Chapter 4 

loniAd Carbon towards Cas A 

4.1 Introduction 

The interstellar medium in the direction of the strong radio source Cas A has been 

extensively studied in radio recombination lines of carbon. Konovalenko and Sodin 

(1980) were the first to observe a low frequency (26.3 MHz) absorption line towards 

Cas A which was later correctly identified as the 630a recombination line of carbon 

by Blake, Crutcher & Watson (1980). Since then, this direction has been studied in 

many transitions in carbon with principal quantum numbers ranging from n=766 to 

n=166, which correspond to frequencies ranging from 14 MHz to 1400 MHz respectively 

(Payne, Anantharamaiah & Erickson 1989, 1994 and references therein). 

In their observations of carbon recombination lines towards Cas A in the frequency 

range 34 - 325 MHz, Payne, Anantharamaiah & Erickson (1989, hereafter PAE89) de- 

tected a smooth transition from absorption to emission with increasing frequency; the 

lines are in emission at frequencies above 200 MHz and in absorption below 115 MHz. 

At frequencies where lines are seen in emission, the line widths are essentially due to 

Doppler broadening and the carbon line spectrum is resolved into three components 

at velocities near -1 kms", -37 kms-'and -48 kms-'. These velocities correspond 

to the Orion and Perseus arms in this direction. However, at lower frequencies where 

the lines appear in absorption, the Perseus arm components at -37 kms-'and -48 

kms-'blend into a single feature because of pressure and radiation broadening, both 

of which are strong functions of the principal quantum number n. This broadening 

results in Voigt profiles which have a narrow Gaussian-like shape in the central region 

(due to Doppler broadening) and broad Lorentzian wings. Observationally it has been 

difficult to detect the hrentzian wings in the low frequency recombination lines due to 

practical problems such as weakness of the line and baseline removal from the observed 

spectrum. The procedures that are generally used for baseline removal may reduce 
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the amplitude of the Lorentzian wings thus leading to wrong values of line widths and 

line strength. Sorochenko and Srnirnov (1990) noted that the reported widths and 

strengths of the low frequency lines were based on Gaussian profiles instead of Voigt 

profiles and they applied corrections to the integrated optical depths (J ~ d v )  by as- 

suming the latter. More recently, Payne, Anantharamaiah & Erickson (1994, hereafter 

PAE94) have quantitatively shown that baseline-removal procedure has indeed led to an 

underestimation of both the line strength and the line width. They constructed model 

line profiles using probable cloud parameters and showed that at the lowest frequencies, 

the integrated optical depths of the observed lines could have been underestimated by a 

factor of almost 3 due to baseline removal. At higher frequencies, the observed profiles 

matched well with their model profiles. 

For most of the last 16 years since the low frequency carbon r,ecombination lines 

were first detected towards Cas A, two types of models have been debated over: 1) 

the warm gas model with electron temperature T, in the range 35 - 75K and electron 

density n, in the rajlge 0.05 - 0.1 cm-3 which could be coexistent with the HI phase 

of the ISM (Walrnsley & Watson 1982, PAE89, PAE94) and 2) the cold gas model 

with T, N 16 - 20 K and n, - 0.3 cm-3 (Ershov et. al. , 1984, 1987, Smchenko 1996) 

which could be coexisting with the molecular hydrogen component of the ISM. Ershov 

et. al. (1984,1987) showed that the cold gas model explained their observations better 

than the warm gas model and suggested that the carbon recombination lines could 

originate in small (5 1 pc), dense (nH = lo3 - lo4 cm4 ) clouds where the main agent 

for ionizing carbon would be diffuse ultraviolet radiation. 

More recently, however, PAE94 have provided evidence that show strong support 

for the warm gas model. Based on data spanning almost two decades in frequency, 

PAE94 have developed a model which satisfactorily explains the - o h a d  k i a t i o n  

of integrated optical depth with principal quantum number. The parameters of their 

model provide thermal balance in the clouds and pressure equilibrium with the envi- 

* *  ronment. In this model, PAE94 have considered a new boundary condition (bn 0 as 

n + oo) suggested by Gulyaev and Nefedov (1989, hereafter GN89) for calculating the 

departure coefEcients b,,, and also included the occupation probabilities of high 

tum number~lwels, which are affected by the presence of electrons and neutral particles 

in the cloud (Hummer and Mihalas 1988, hereafter HM88). The one parameter that 

the model by PAE94 is unable to explain is the widths of the lines which is better 

explained by earlier models which used the boundary condition of bn + 1 as n + oo 

and had dielectronic-like recombination effects (Watson, Western & Christensen 1980, 

Walmsley & Watson 1982) included in the calculation of b,. However, the earlier mod- 
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els do not provide thermal balance and are out of pressure equilibrium although they 

do explain the observed variation in the integrated optical depth and line width with 

quantum number. 

In this Chapter, we u.se our different observations towards Cas A, presented in 

Chapter 3, together with other available data to obtain constraints on the properties 

of the line forming regions. 

4.2 Observations towards Cas A 

Our observations towards Cas A are summarized below: 

(1) The carbon recombination line near 34.5 MHz observed towards Cas A with 

the Gauribidanur Array resulted in a high signal to noise ratio spectrum, which, after 

removal of a simple linear baseline, clearly shows a Voigt profile with distinct Lorentzian 

wings as expected. This profile leads to a reliable estimate of the integrated optical 

depth a t  a low frequency where the line width is dominated by pressure or radiation 

broadening. The integrated line strength is used in modelling the line region. The 

parameters of the Voigt profile provide constraints on the electron density, temperature 

and radiation background in the cloud. The observed spectrum near 34.5 MHz is shown 

in Fig 4.l(a). The spectrum is hanning smoothed and therefore has a resolution of 0.5 

kHz. A single-component Voigt profile fit to the 34.5 MHz profile is also shown in Fig 

4.l(a). The fitted parameters are listed in n b l e  4.1. 

Table 4.1 Line fit Parameters 

(2) The carbon recombination line observations near 327 MHz made using the Ooty 

Radio Telescope showed a narrow profile whose line width is essentially due to Doppler 

broadening. The detected line is in emission. As pointed out by PAE89, the detection 

of an emission line from relatively cold clouds (T - 100 K) against a strong background 

source (TB - lo5 K) is direct evidence for stimulated emission due to inverted popula- 

tion of the high quantum number states in carbon. The emission line near 327 MHz is 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Spectrum towards Cas A at 34.5 MHz. The solid line shows the observed 
spectrum, the dash-dotted line shows the Voigt profile fitred to the absorption line and the 
dashed line shows the residuals. The fit parameters are ?i/TS9, = -3.7(0.1) x lov3, radial 

~ velocity is -42(0.3) kms-', Doppler width is 5(0.3) km-'and Lorentzian width is 26(0.6) 
kms-' . 

used to obtain the Doppler width and together with other data is used to constrain the 

models of the line emitting region. The observed spectrum near 327 MHz is shown in 

Fig 4.1. A Gaussian profile fitted to the emission line is a l ~ o  shown in Fig 4.l(b) and 

the fitted parameters are listed in Table 4.1 . 

(3) The hpatial distribution of the C270a emission line near 332 MHz over the face 

of Cas A was obtained using the Very Large Array in USA. The spatial distribution of 

12C0 emission near 115 GHz, which traces the molecular gas over the face of Cas A, 
I WM obtainwd using the 10.4 rn nnillimeter wave telescope of PW at Bangalore. These 

twd distributions and also that of neutral HI obtained from published 21 crn data are 

compared to distinguish between the possible iwsociation d the ionised carbon regiorl 

with molecular or atomic gas in the ISM. 
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Figure 4.1 (b) Spectrum towards Cas A at 328 MHt. The solid line shows the observed 
spectrum, the dash~d6ttsd line shows the Gaussian profile fitted to the absorption line and 
the dashed line shows the residuals. The fit parameters are ll/Tey,, = 1.2 ~ . 1 0 - ~ ,  radial 
velocity is -47.5 kms-'and width is 5 kms-'. 

4.3 Properties of the Line Forming Region 

4.3.1 Physical limits from Observed Line Width 

The carbon recbmbination~line. towards C& A appears in absorption at  34.5 MHs,and 

in emission near 327' MHz as shown in. Fig 4.1. As can be seen in this Rig, there is a 

dramatic difference in Oheline widtli at the two frequencies. It is clear that pressure 

and/or radiation broadening, .both of whioh are strong functions offrquency, is re- 

spbneible for the,large line width at 34.5 MHz. Tthe higher frequency line is .bro+deqed 

essentially.. hy thermal or ,turbulent. motions in the cloud. While the nieasared width 

of,the .lower freqwmcy line can.beuwd'to constrain the electron density in the clouds, 

the higher frequency observations would be useful to obtain limits on .the temperature 

and to constrain p&si,bke'.associabion wibh H I  or molwular clouds. 

Although earlier observation6 towatrds Gas A have shown that !i?hel carbonmaomhi- 

nationlines near 337 MHz may have three componenbs (ne&,.48, -39 and* 9 kms-') 

(Anantharamaiah ettal. , 1904j),,,similar to the hydrogen 2l.cm,.hhe and the molecular 

lines, the present study a0:367MHz. has detected only the:abaong Pep@u% arm com- 

ponent at a WI,, Of -48 knis-I:: The.deteetiopof.only:lhe~strongest component .iu Fig : 

4.l(b) is probdbly due to  the relatively low signal 'to. noise ratio of the spect%um.. 

Fig 4.l(b), a model Gaussian profile with a full widtli at half maximun~ of 5'kms-'is 

shown superposed on t11e observed profile. The best-fitting Gaussianparameters are 
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listed in Table 4.1. The observed width of 5 kms-'of the C272a lines gives a not too 

significant upper limit ~f 66OOK for the tempei~ature of the cloud. 

In Fig 4.l(%), a Voigt profile with a Doppler width of 5 kms-'and Lorentz width 

of 26 kms-'has been superposed on the observed profile at 34.5 MHz with other fit 

parameters as listed in Table 4.1. At low-frequencies, the two Perseus arm components 
. merge into a single feature due to pressure and radiation broadening and hence a single 

Voigt component was fitted to the observed profile. However, we found that it is in fact 

possible to fit two components centered at velocities of -44 kms-'and -38 kms-'with 

Doppler widths of 5 kms-'each, Lorentz width of 24 kms-'and the optical depths in 

the ratio 3:1. The two component fit is probably more physical when we consider the 

high-frequency RRL, HI and molecular line observations, all of which show the two 

components. A closer inspection of Fig 4.l(a) reveals a slight asymmetry in the profile 

near 0 kms-'which could probably be due to the Orion arm component. The low signal 

to noise ratio of this component made the fit unstable when we attempted fitting three 

Voigt profiles to the observed spectrum. We use the parameters derived from a single 

component fit for consistency with earlier modelling (e.g. PAE94), and also because 

the Lorentz width is nearly the same when either one or two components are fitted to 

the spectrum. 

It is clear that the Voigt profile obtained for the carbon recombination line near 

34.5 MHz (Fig 4.l(a)) is due to either radiation broadening or pressure broadening or 

more likely due to a combination of both. If the entire Lorentzian width of 26 kms-'is 

assumed to be due to radiation broadening, then, using the formula from Shaver (1975), 

we get an upper limit of 7700 K for the radiation temperature at 100 MHz (TRLOO) as 

seen by the cloud. Since the galactic non-bhermal background in this directioe has 

TRloo N 800 K, the major contribution to the radiation temperature, in this case, 

should come from Cas A itself. The implied radiation temperatwe gives a lower limit 

of 50pcfor the:distsnce of the-aloud from Caa A, assuming the distmce to Caa A to be 

-.'" 3.4 kpc, the linear size of Cas:A t;o be 5 PC and bhe:flux. densiby of Cas A at MHz 
~' to be 12300 Jy @aars e f a l : ,  1977). 

Pressure broadeningdepends,directly on the electron den&$ 'md .it is .  alslo a ,  weaik 

function. of electron bemperature (a. T;O.'). I f  the olou'd is far away born C y .  A&d 

therefore subjected to only the galactic non-thermal background.radiabion-(i.e.. T~loo = 

800 K), then for an electron temperature of 75 K, which is typical of HI cloudsj the 

observed Lorentzian width of 26 kms-'implies an electron density of 0.16 cm-3 . If the 

temperature is as low as.20 K, which is typical of lnolecular clouds, then Bhe implied 

electron density is 0.68 cm-3 . On the..otherhmd,. if the radiation temperature is 
, , ,  . , ,  

..~;p 0 . . .  , 
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'lbble 4.2 Parameters constrained from line width 

These models assume 6c - 1.0. 

four times the galactic background (i.e. T R ~ ~ ~  t 3200 K), then the electron density 

is 0.03 for T, = 75 K and 0.11 cm-3 for T, = 20 K. It is clear that, from the 

observed Lorentzian width, it is possible to obtain constraints only on the combination 

of electron density, temperature, and the radiabion background. In Table 4.2, for T, 
= 75 K and 20 K, values of electron d-ities are given for three different values of 

radiation temperature T R ~ ~ .  In Fig 4.2, we show the variation of the observed line 

width with quantum number and the model ( d i d  line) based on the combination of 

parameters given in Table 4.2. All the models given in Table 4.2, which are obtained 

from the observed line width at 34.5 MHz, predict almost identical variation of linewidth 

with quantum number. It appears from Fig 4.2, that all the observations beyond n=SOO 

may have underestimated the line width. 

If all the electrons in the cloud come from ionization of carbon (i.e. n, = n c )  and 

if we assume a value for the abundance of carbon ( [nc /n~] )  and its depletion factor 

(dc), then we can obtain an estimhte of the $hermal pressure in the cloud using 

~ H T  = 2*1Te. 
Column 4 of Table 4.2 given the values of nHT obtained wing 6~ E 1 (Le. no 

depletion of carbon) and [ n c / n ~ ]  = 3 x ( ire.  inber8te11m abundance). If the 

depletion is increased by some factor theh the thermal preesure also increeses by the 

same factor. The implied thermal pressure is high i n d l  the models. Only models with 

high radiation temperature and no depletion give estimates which are closer to, but still 

higher than the interstellar p m u r e  which ranges between 3000-5000 K ~ r n - ~  (McKee 
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Figure 4.2 The observed variation in line width with quantum number is plotted here as 
data points. Our data point at 34.5 MHz is shown as a bold circle. The curves show the 
expected variation for different combinations of TBloo , Te & n, for a Doppler line width 
of 5 kms-I. The curves for Te = 75 K and combinations of TRlw = 800 K, n, = 0.16 
cm-3 ; TRIOO = 1600 K, n, = 0.12 ; = 3200 K, n, = 0.03 ~ m - ~  and for T, 
= 20 K, T~loo = 800 K, n, = 0.68 ; TRloo = 3200 K, n, = 0.11 cm-3 trace almost 
similar curves as shown in the figure. The single solid curve is for TRloo = 800 K, T, = 35 
K & n, = 0.05 cmV3 . 

and Ostriker 1977, Kulkarni and Heiles 1988). It is possible that these clouds are not 

in pressure equilibrium with the ISM. 

4.3.2 Spatial Distributions of C270a, I2CO and HI lines 

It is clear from Ghe discussion above that, based on the width of the low-frequency 

recombination lines, the ioniaed carbon regions wuld be wsociated with either the cold 

(Te - 20 K) molecular clouds in the direction of Cas A or the warmer (T, - 100K) 

atomic H r clouds. In order to get a further constraint on the possible association, we 

compare the spatial distribution of ionized carbon regions abtained over the face of 

Cas A from VLA observations of the C270a line with that of I2CO and 21 cm H I  line. 

In Fig 4.3 (a), we show the d<istribution of optical depth of the C270a line over the 

*a> 
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face of Caa A with a resolu$i.qpof-1' r%s3,. -,,, a t  four differenb:~radial~~eloci#,keses. Thrbae Yelocities 
..<( , . ,  :.:: ;" ' . 

correspond d@he  stroniP@#88U$:Mm komp&knt hear - 47 kms-'. The widdh.;of.,each 
a, > .  : 

chmnel is 1.3 ime-', Th~;~~~&f&~~@$~,,&~~$&e*&&nel .i .I.- ~, with a radis;l'&ocity 

of -46.6 kms-l. There ist~@&ieni;$$.~~e , I  . ,, optical dkph &; ,~ east to west with the 
, ,.'I 

strongest optical depths;& djtivt$;ii~u?n . ,. 60$~dar~.  ~ ' h c a a d m y  , . peak appearinear the 

centre in this velocity dhfi~~'i;;~$$h$ ,.. . ., , . & G e l  Gith,3a,6e&$ velocity i f  -45.3 kms-', 
there is a sharp gradieqt'in . . .  . :~ha:o'$ti~al~..:,de~f~~frrn , , &rth-ekt to south-west. At the 

, . . .  , i .  , ,  

other two velocities (-48'0 kms-'anc(-49~4, k.mcl)., the peak optical depth is near the 
, ., 

centre of Caa A. 
.': . ,  

For comparison, the:'%O!emission over the face of ~ a a  A with the same resolution 

( i .e .  1') is shown in Fig 4tS:Gb). I t  is clear from Figs.4.3 (a) qnd 4:3 (b) that the distri- 

bution of 12C0 and C270a lines y e  very diffi?r~n~.. For exarilple hardly any molecular 

emission is seen at a velocity of -49.3 kms-lwherew the sa& channel in C270a line 

shows considerable emission. At -46.7 kms-'and -48 kms-', the 12C0 emission has 

a strong concentration in the south-east region which is not seen in the recombination 
i , < '  ,.. , . i ~  , , , .  

line. We the~efpre . ~ n c l ~ d e  that the spatial strugture of cmbon recowbination lines 

towards Caa A haa very lf~tle.:si.milarity with the'structure of !tioleculai .gas in that 

direction. x 

On the otherhand, thereis rehonable cdrrkspondence between the spatial distribu- 

tion of the optical depths of the C?70a recombination line ind the 21 cm H I absorption 
. , 

line towards Caa A. Fig 4, Oaken from ~h&thwamffiiah et.al; .(1994), shows the spatial 

distribution of the opticd.deptha' . . bf .C270a an& h.1 line an6VJ2C0 emission over four 
,: ,:: * * . , 

velocity ranges. ~orres~ohd;e~&%@w~n'C270a , _ +  g ,  l..ll pdi-;3$1 is particularly evident in two 
, . , 7 

velocity ranges viz., -45.3 to 4 6 . 6  kms-'and -&9.4to -50.8 kms-'. In these two 

velocity ranges, the position of the peaks and the dinection of the gradient in the optical 

depths are very similar in C270a and H I maps. On the othethand, in these same veloc- 

ity ranges the 12C0 distribution is completely d i k d r e ~  and in fiLct there is hardly any 

12C0 emission in the lower velociw range. There isxhowever aome similarity between 

all the three distributions, i.e. C270a, Hi and laUO , 'in the velocity range -35.6 to 

-39.8 kms-l. 

On the whole it does appear that the spatial distribution'of C270a over the face of 

Cai A has better C;o~t'&3,.d&~ebci$$ritH , , .,.:.> . tlg& : of , . . s  kkl.(li~i~ik&~<ih&~ ...: , ,,I: .< : ?,: I with the'distribution 

of 12.e)0 ~ $ 8  co&&ison thus favours the gssopif+bi~'~f @be crarbo,q liker aegion with 

the neutral N I component. 



Figure 4.3 (a) Variation in observed C270a optical depth across Cas A at different radial 
velocities' is shown here. The grey scale flux varies from 0 to 0.03. The contour levels are 
1,2,3,4,5,7,9,1,1 ,in units of 0.001. The radial velocity is noted in the top right corner of 
each panel. 

Figure 4.3 (b) Variation in observed 12C0 emisgion across Cat A,at  different radial ve- 
, , ' , .. , 

locities is shown here. 'The grey scale'flux ranges froti 0 to  ntour levels are 
. . 1,2,3,4,!3,6,7,&9 10,11;13;1.'!3 in- iinvi'ts of 0.3. K: ' " - '  

' 



Figure 4.4 Distribution of C270a, HI and 12C0 emidern over the face of C L  A over four 
velocity ranges (from Anantharamairh ct.al. 1994). Conaour levels rre 1 unit z 2 x 
f ~ r  C27Ocu, 0.1 for HI i:and 0.3 K for 12CQ. 

, 
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4.3.3 Constraints from the lntegra?ed Line Strength 

Carbon recombination lines towards Cw A h& b a n  observed over almost two d@es 

in frequency - 14 MHz to 1400 MHz (Konovalenko 1990, PAE89 and Sorochenko & 

Walmsley 1991). The direction of Cas A has the special advantage that, although the 

above observations have been made with widely varying beamwidths, a direct com- 

parison of all the measurements can be made. This comparison is possible since the 

continuum emission from Cas A, against which the lines are detected, overwhelms the 

total system temperature at all these frequencies even for moderate size telescopes. 

Therefore the efictive angular resolution of all these observations corresponds to the 

angular size of Cas A (- 5') rather than to the beamwidths of the telescopes used. 

A number of attempts have been made to construct models which could satisfacto- 

rily explain the observations (e.9. Walmsley & Watson 1982, ~ r s h &  et.al. 1984, 1987, 

PAE89, Sorochenko & Walmsley 1991, PAE94). In this section, we reexamine some of 

these models in tha light of our measurements of the integrated o p t i d  depths at 34.5 

and 327 MHz and the compmison, presented above, of the spatid distribution of the 

recombination line region with the molecular and H I  regions in the direction of Cas A. 

To combine with our memurements, we use the c o m t e d  observational data at other 

frequencies tabulated by PAE94 and Sorochenko and Smirnov (1990). Since the two 

Perseus arm components at -39 kms'land -47 kms'lare blend& into a single feature 

due to line broadening at lower frequencies, following PAE89 and PAE94, we consider 

only the total integraitsd optical depth of both the features. In Fig 5, we have shown 

all the available data from 14 MHz (n = 768) to 1400 MHz (n=165) along with our 

measurements at 34.5 MHz (n=578) and 328 MHz (n=270). 

To compare the data in Fig 5 with the predictions of a given model, specifled by a 

combination of Te and n, , the expected ineegrated opt iddepth  at different frequencies 

v can be obtained from the following equation (PAE94) 

/ r,dv = 2.046 x 10~~;~/*ex~(1.58 x ~ o ~ / ( ~ ' T . ) ) E M & ~  s-' (4.1) 

where EM is the emission measure defind as n,nc+l, I is the path length through 

the cloud, and 6, and P, are the coe@cienl;s related t~ the dqparture of the level 

populations from LTE values. Modelling proceeds by' first selecting a combination 

of Te and ne and an appropriate background radiation temperature TRloo which is 

consistent with the observed line width at 34.5 MHz as shown for example in Table 

4.2. The departure coefficient 6,  and its derivative D,, are computed for the selected 

combination of Te , ne and TRloo using the computer code first developed by Salem 



Figure 4.5 Low temperature models - %lid line is for T, = 20 K, ne = 0.68 cmA3 &Tnloo 
= 806 K; the dashed line is f&P! = 20 K, n, =' 0.44) ~ m " ~  & T~loo = 1600 K; the 
dash-dots;& line is for T, = 20 lK, nb m 0.11 ~ r n ' ~  & TRlm = 3200 K. The influence of 
djaI~~:tronio(ike recombination process on the level populations has been included in these 
models. The data obtained by us at 34.5 MHz is shown by a bold-filled circle. 

and Brocklehurat (1979). Thia code was modified later by Walmsley & Watson (1982) 

to include the effects of a dielectrodc-like recombination process in carbon suggested 

by Watson, western and we tens en (1980). The code was further modified by PAE94 

to include the choice of an alternate boundary condition suggested by Gulyaev and 

Nefedav (1989) p d  to calculate the depart& coefficients up to large quantum numbers 

( n  - 10000).   he unkkwn emission measure, EM, in Eqn 4.1 above is obtained by 
* 

using the measured value of " J ~ ~ d v  at 34.5 MHz. 
I 

Another phyeical quantity, the depletion factor of carbon, dc, enters the calculation 

indirectly. In considering the effect of the dielectronic-like process in carbon, the de- 

parture coefficients bn and &, depend oa.the relative population of the fine structure 

states 2 ~ 1 1 2  and 2P312 in carbon, which are involved in the process (wb~~rdn, Western 

and Christensen 1980, Walmsley & Watson 1982, Ppnomaxev and Sorochenko 1992, 

PAE94). In turn, the rehtive population of 2 ~ 1 / 2  and 2 ~ 3 1 2  states depend on the 

density aE electrons (n, ) aud the density of neutral atoms (nH) .  If we asaume that 

all the electrons in the cloud are from ianiqatbn of carbon, then the neutral 'density 

is given by nH = where [nC/nH] = 3 x lo-' is the cosmic abundance of 

carbon. 
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Using the modelling procedure outlined abov~, we now exami~e.the two typw of 

models Le. the qold ghl modsl ahel warm gas model, for the &bon line cegi~m 
f r "  

towards Ca A. The effwt of the dielectronic-lib process is included in both the rnodeh, 

although, the influence of this process is likely to be significant only in the higher 

temperature models. 

- Cold Gas Models 

In this model we consider T, = 20 K ,  which is the typical temperature in molecular 

clouds. The electron density n, and the radiation temperature T R ~ ~ ~  are chosen to 

be consistent with the observed line width at 34.5 MHz, as shown in Table 4.2. The 

three combinations of ne and TRIM used in these models are 0.68 ~ r n - ~  and 800 K, 

0.49 ~ m - ~  and 1600 K, and 0:ll cm-3 and 3200 K. In Fig 4.5, we have plotted the 

predicted variation of the integrated optical depth as a b c t i o n  of quantum number 

for these three modela along with the ~bserved data. The model parameters are given 

in Table 4.3. As s&n in Table 4.3, for ele~tron~densities of 0.68 cm-3 and 0.49 ~ r n - ~  , 
the pathlength throygh the gas is 0.03 and 0.07 pc respectively. These pathlengths are 

very small compared to the lateral extent of the cloud, which is at least as l&ge as that 

of Cas A (see Fig 4.3 (a)), i.e. > 5 pc. These models thus imply a &eet like geometry 

for the line forming regions. Such a geometry may be reasonable if the carbon lines are 

formed in thin outer layers of molecular clouds as suggested by Sorochenko & W h l e y  

(1991). In such a case, however, the spatial distribution of the carbon line emission 
b .  

over the face of Cas A should show correspondence with, the distribution of molecular. 

gas. As shwn in the previous Section such a correspondence is not seen. It is also 

clear from Fig 4.5 that none of the cold gas models provide a good fit to the observed 

data. All the three modela predict very large optical depths near n - 200 ;hi& not 

observed. While two of the models correctly predict t& frequency of turnover &rn 

absorption to emission, neither of these modele account for the ob& line strengths 

at higher quantum numbers. In view of thew difficulties, we do not bvour the cold gas 

gas models in which the carbon line forming re$on towards Cas A are assumed to be 

associated-with molecular clouds in that direction. 

Warn Gas Models 

In the warm gas model we consider Te = 75 K which is typical of the temperatures 

prevailing in neutral H I  clouds. The electron density and the radiation tamperahre 

are again chosen to be consistent with the observed line width at 34.5 'MHz. The three 

combinations of n, and TRloo considered 'are 0.16 ~ m ' ~  and 8'00 K, 0.12 cmW3 and 



a b l e  4.3 Parameters of various models in Figs 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. 

I 1  

The model temperature and electron density shown in the last two rows of the table correspond to 
the be*fitrtng model paraheten given by WE94. T, =75. K is for Salem-Brocklehurst boundary 

condition and T, =35 K is for Gulyaev-Nefedov boundary condition. 

1600 K and 0,03 cmW3 md 3200 K. Jn Fig 4.6, the three models are superposed on the 

abserved data and the model parameters au3e given in Table 4.3. It is clear from Fig 4.6 

that the wpm gas modeb axe able to provide much better fit to the data than the cold 

gas models. The geaerd trend of the data is well accounted for by all the three models. 

The curYw,,drawn in Fi 4.6 were all obtained by normalizing the emission measure 

using the dat?,point at 34.5 MHz. If, instead, a least square fit of the model is made 

to all the observed points (PAEN), then ,it may he possible to obtain even better fit 

than seen in Fig 4.6. 

A visud inspectim of Fig 4.6 shows that the bighw electron demiw model (miid 

l i d  with ne r0.16 cmq3 ) givw a @lightly better fit 4q the data t h n  the lowar demity 

modd (dash-dot line with a, = 0.03 ~ r n - ~  ), Tba diffprence in thwe models is the 

radiation temperatwe. Although the higher den~&y ,w&3 provides a better fit to the 

data, the impW tharmal pressure in the cbud is6(lt,lwt cqn order of m ~ n i t u d e  higher 

than the interstellar pressure. As seen in Table 4.2, the thermal pressure ( p l k )  in this 

model is 4 x lo4 ~ m ' ~  K assumiug that the depletion fwtor for carbon Sc = 1 ( i .e .  all 
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Figure 4.6 Low temperature rnodds - Solid line is for T. = 75 K, ne = 0.16 cme3 &TRloo 
= 800 K; the dashgd line is foi Xe F: 75 K, ne = 0.12 ~ m - ~  & T R ~ ~ ~  = 1600 K; the 
dash-dotted line is for Te = 75 K, n, = 0.03 cmm9 & TRloo = 3200 K. The influence of 
dielectronic-like recombination process on the level populations has been included in these 
models. 

the carbon is in gaseous phase). The actual thermal pressure is likely to be a factor 

of two higher since carbon is known to be depleted on to gains md it is possible that 

6, N 0.5. 

On the otherhand the thermal pressure in the lower density (n, =0.03 ~ m ' ~  ) model 

in Fig 4.6 (dash-dot-dash line) is 7500 cm-3 K (assuming 6~ = 1) which is within the 

range of pressures observed in the ISM. Even if carboa is depleted on to  grains with 

Jc = 0.5, the derived prearure in this model is within a factor of two of the interstellar 

value. As seen in Table 4.3, the pathlength through tbe 'gas in this low-dhity model 

is 13.3 pc, which is comparable to the lateral extent of the gm af > 5 pc and therefore 

a cloud-like geometry is permissible. In view of these variow desirable features, we 

favour this low-density model for the carbon line region in the direction of Cas A. 

The parameters of this model are: Te = 75 K, ne = 0.03 , TRlm = 3200 K and 

EM = 0.012 pc ~ m ' ~ .  This model fits the observed variation of line width and line 

intensity with frequency, predicts a turnover Erom emission to aborption a* about the 

observed frequency, has an aceepteible geometry for the line forming rtjgion and implies 

a thermal pressure in the cloud which is comparable to the ppessure in the ISM. On 

the basis of these physical parameters (especidly the temperature md density), we 

can identify these regions to be coexistent with the neutral H I  clouds observed towazrds 
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Gas A. This Mentificytion is consistent i i t h  the k u l t  of the previous section ia bbich 
( t l  

t '4 
4. 4 

the spatial distribution of the qrbon line region over the face of Gas A was shown to 

have a good correspondence with the diitribution of optical depth of the 21 cm H I  line . I 
in this direction. . 

4.4 Discussion , 

In searching for a model that could explain the various observations of low-frequency 

carbon recombination Lines towards Gas A, we akived above at a model in which the 

1ing.forming region has T, = 75 K, n, = 0.03 , EM = 0.012 pc a'%d up to 

50 .% .of carbon XI& be depleted on to grains. Thia link forming region is moat likely 
\ 

,g8sociated with the neutral Rfix component in thh d'hbiion and may be only slightly 

out of pressure equilibrium with the ISM. 

, It is actually remarkable tbat a simple model like this, w hem the density and tem- 

perature are mumed to be uniform, is able to explain most of the obsbrvations spanning 

about two d d k  h freauency. At the very least, this agrckrnent between the model 

and the obmmti6na tell us that we & on the right hradi. Fuaher refinements in both 

model and observations are of course always possible. Our model
1 

does not, in fact, give 

a perfect fit to the observed variation of o p t i d  depth with Gequency (we Fig 4.6) and 

this could be attributed to the simplicity of the model. 

A similar model with slightly different parkmeters hes been discussed by PbE94 and 

they point to two diaiculties *ith such amodel. 'fds first problem is that the thermal 

pressure implied by the model is too high compared to the prwure in the ISM. This 

problem, although still there, is kas severe in the m6dd that we derive above - the 

thermal pressure is within a factor of two of the ISM value. But more Importantly, it 

is not clear whether it is r d l y  nece8aary to require that these clouds be in complete 

pressure huilibrium with the ISM. Recent high angular observations of W I clouds using 

VLBI and other tsbni4ue&(Diamond et.ai. 1989,'Rail et.ol. 1994)' have dhovn that ,the 

Hi  gas in the galaxy has clumpind& on the safe of kw tens bf AU B;nd t h t  thts thermal 

pressure in such clump is very much higher t h  the inters'tellm pt&sure. Abo high 

angular resolution HI obser\;atione towards Cas A (Biagi* d.d. 1991) show struotures 

on a variety of scales again implying that the the'md p r ~ ~ u r t s ~ l  in thae  region8 may 

be high. While these are outstanding problem in%~adem(iadding interstell& H t which 

need to be pursued, it tells us that pressure equilibrium is not a strict criteria to be 

applied for modelling the low-frequency recambi~ti4ion lines of mbon. In 'fact, if we 

relax this criteria, we can get a much better fit to the data in Fig 4.6, while still being 
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consistent with the obsrwd varjbtion of line width with frequency. Such a model is 

shown in Fig 4,7 and its param&ks are list& k a b l e  4.3. 

The second probiem with this type of n&o&bl that was pointed out by P&E@4 cAn- 

cerns the thermal balance in the line forming region. PAE94 argue that if the carbon line 

forming regions are associate"& with H I  clouds, then it is possible to perform calculations 

to find the equilibrium temperature of the cloud by combining the physical parameters 

derived from the recombination line data with the results of HI observations at A21 

cm. These calculations involve balancing the total heating by cosmic rays, photoelec- 

tric emission b m  grains and by polyaromatic hydrocarbons with cooling by collisional 

ionization, recombination, collisions with grains and by radiative transitions. Such a 

calculation was performed by PAE94 and they show that the derived equilibrium tem- 

perature is at least a factor of 2 lower than the temperature that fit the recombination 

line data. T h w  modeb thus # ,  @I the thermal balance check. 

Faced with these two dBcultiss (i.e. high thermal pressure and low equilibrium 

temperature), P A ~ $ ~ B  considered a new class of models to explain the low-frequency 

recombination line of carbon towards Cas A. In these models the departure coefticients 

, bn and &, calculated by a tding into account non-ideal plmma effects on high quan- 
+r, 

tum number states such as digruption of the levels by collisions with neutral atoms and 

electrons (Hummer and Mihalas 1988, Gulyaev and Nefedov 1989). These effects imply 

that at some large values of the quantum number n, the levels must be empty. This ef- 

fect is quantified in terms of an "occupation probabilityn, wn, which is calculated from 

the pwics  of the particle interactions. The absence of bound states at high quantum 

number levels is taken into account by changing the boundary condition for calculating 

the dapwture coefficients to bn + 0 aer n + CQ. These new class of models 1 4  PAE94 

to a different set of pwameters for t b  carbon line farming regiom towards Cas A. The 

modd selected by them is disphyecl in Fig 4.7 as a dashed curve. The parameters of 

this model a p  Xe = 35 K, n, = 0.05 cmW3 , Sc -0.6 and T R ~ ~ ~  = 800 K. 
The desirable features of the new type d model by PAE94 are that it (1) fita the 

observed variation of optical depth pf the carbon line with frequency reasonably well, 

(2) is consistent with A21 cm EJ[I absprption measuremwts'ln this direction, (3) providw 

for prwure equilibrium with the ISM aind finally (4) pass& the thermal balance check 

bslsed on the heating and cooling rrs,te~ in atomic clouds. H~wever~this model does not 

explain one of the important observed parameters, namely, the variation of line width 

with freqwncy. The fitted parameters of this model (T, , n, , and T R ~ ~ Q  ) produce 

much 1 ~ s  1.ise broadening than observed at low frequencies. The variation of line width 

predicted by their model is shown w, a thin solid line in Fig 4.2. PAE94 left the 
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lgure 4.7 The aoli the bestfitting model with 
condition for T, = 75 K, ne = 0.101 cm'' , TRIM = 1 
bestkfitting model with the Gblyaev-Ntfdov be~rndolty 
from Pyns, Anantharamriah & Erickq~n 1994 

8 .  

resolution of this problem to future inwtigatiow. 

We did nof find any solution to this problem thK,u@ , .  our modelling although we 

tried a 68ar wistioly,b I *  $be u computation of > I _  the d?psrrure kf cients uai& the modified 

b o u n d q  mpditbn qbP4B94.. It b c l q  that non-ideal plasma ~ff&ta on the ;lopi- 
9 ' % - <  $ .>  tj 

latiw of &@h qu+&,um qum49r statp are important f& undentanding low-bequ~~c~  
* ,  "*.(r.  

remmnbinqtkqq lip- .Md it is qweswry to pwue  such studies. At this st*, how- 
" \ ;  ' 9  9 ,  r . 

ever, givan t)t?,u~wrtsinti$ in the cdculation of thermbl baby;; (;nay ptwmeters 

are involved) and thk evidence for high thirmkl prerura , I  f$~ir&b&, we 
r i r  . * h  t %  " + ( < I  

regard that it i. mog2e impmtan.t.@ I j tbemodeb t to &coun$ 4 , 3  , for th@ qbe&tioas than to 
, 's;$y< + 

completely Wbfy the requimment~ of thermal and prrrun'b&6is. Tlu Gdhet'tjht 
i 4%; +#.j ,> 

we derived in the prsviolu rsetion does sccount k r  dl: the o b m f ~ o n a  i-nablj; well 
, 2 , '  * tfi:$'t .. 

and the parameters of the model suggest t h ~ t  the kgim i t  eodd r be in rowh 'p r~ure  

equilibrium with the ISM. We did not perform the , .  t h e r d  balance cbeek, but j6dging 

from the reqults of PAE94, the model is likely to predict a temperature which is about a 

factor of two lower. It is possible that a more refbed treatment of the thermal balance 

calculation pay indeed also satisfy t& requirement. 
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4.~5 Summary 

In this ch&pb@ we have presented the interpi@t~"?:i~n of the various obsemtian8 of 

carbon recombination lines towards Cas A and tried to derive a model of the line 

forming region that could account for all the observations. 

The high signal to noise absorption spectrum at 34.5 MHz obtained with the Gau- 

ribidanur array clearly showed a Voigt profile that is expected for pressure and/or 

radiation broadening and provided a reliable estimate of the integrated optical depth 

at this frequency. On considerations of radiation broadening, a lower limit of 125 pc 

was derived for the distance between Cas A and the absorbing clouds. The emission 

spectrum obtained at 328 MHz using the Ooty Radio Telescope gave an estimate of 

the Doppler broadening of the line. The measured Lorentzian width of the line at 34.5 

MHz provided constraints on the combination of electron temperature, electron density 

and radiation temperature in the line forming region. The parameters suggested that 

the lipe forming region could be associated with either molecular (Hz) or atomic (HI) 
gas in the direction of Cas A. 

We then compakd the spatial cl%tribution af the C270a line m r  the face of Cas A, 

obtained using the Very Large Array, with the diBtribution of 12C0 emhion obtained 

using the 10.4 m millimeter-wave telescope at RRI and also with the distribution of 

HI optical depth in that direction. The comparison indicated that the carbon line 

forming region in the direction of Cas A is more likely associated with the atomic 

H I  gas rather than the molecular (Hz) gas, 

We combined our data with other available observations towards Cas A in the 

frequency range 14 MHz to 1400 MHz and explored two types dmodeb, the cold gas 

model and the warm gas model, to explain the observed variationt d lias nihth and 

line strength over the entire frequency range. In both tke moddle, we meonsidered only 
I 

the combina*ion of electron temperature, electron demity ' a d  rtdbtion temperature 

that &e co&tra&ed by the observed width of the 'line s t  34.5 MI%.. We found that ' 

the cold gar model ( T ~  = 20 K), which implicitfi msumes the amciation of the carbon 

line region with m o l d &  clouds, does nit fit the observations. On the ot herhaad the 

warm gas model (T. - 76 i), provides good fit to the data llnd thus supports t k  

scenyio in which the carbon lines are formed in neutral H t regiom in the direction of 

Cas A. The fitted parameters of the model are: T, = 75 K, n, = 0.03 cm'= , Ttzloo 

= 3200 K, and EM = 0.012 ~ r n - ~  pc. These parameters imply that the liae forming 

regions are in rough pressure equilibrium in the ISM. 

We end the chapter with a discussion of an alternative model presented by ~ k E 9 4  
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in which the departure cu&kientt8 bfi and,& w r ~  computed after taking into wicmunt 
non-ideal plasma effects on the population of high quantum number states. Although 

this model has a number of desirable features, it does not account for the observed 
variation of line width with frequency. 
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